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2
A Chinese bronze buddha
$60-80
2A
A set of eight porcelain figures,
together with stone ware piece
$50-80
3
After Mores, a bronze figure of a
child with a jug,
on marble base
$150-200
4
A Chinese Xiu Yan jade Bird Zun,
together with a Chinese interior
painted glass egg
$100-200
5
A Chinese yixing tea set,
including a teapot, six cups, six plates,
artist mark to bottom note: one dish
has damage
$400-600
5A
A Chinese jadeite carving in the
shape of a corn, peach and monkey,
with wood stand
$100-200
6
A pair of Chinese famille rose
porcelain pillows,
in the shape of a boy and a girl
$500-800
7
Two bronze figures of Ganesh
height: 4 in (10.16 cm), 6 in. (15.24
cm)
$150-250
8
An amber skull
$200-300
9
A Chinese black glaze Yu Hu Chun
vase
$50-70

10
An assortment of ceramic wares and
porcelain figures
(22)
$200-300
11
A Chinese Jun bowl
$300-500
12
A Chinese blue and white shallow
bowl,
decorated with flowers on inner wall,
Ming Dynasty diameter: 8 7/8 in.
(22.7 cm)
$200-300
13
A Chinese white glazed seal box,
together with a blue and white water
dropper
$100-200
14
A pair of Chinese blue and white
dishes,
decorated with flowers in centre, Ming
Dynasty length: 5 3/4 in. (14.5 cm)
$200-300
15
A pair of Chinese blue and white
plates,
decorated with flowers and rocks, late
16th/early 17th century, Ming Dynasty
diameter: 6 in. (15.5 cm)
$200-300
16
A pair of Chinese blue and white
plates,
decorated with San Duo fruit, late
16th/early 17th century, Ming Dynasty
diameter: 7 3/4 in. (19.5 cm)
$200-300
16A
A Chinese porcelain bowl decorated
with Hundred-Bat in iron red and
gold
diameter: 6 in. (15.24 cm)
$400-600

16B
A Chinese two handled Cizhou
wares,
decorated with black flowers on white
glaze
$100-150
16C
A Chinese famille rose brushpot
decorated with figures
$50-80
16D
A pair of black glazed miniature
bottle vases,
with gilt decoration height: 4 in. (12
cm)
$150-250
16E
A Chinese Jun ware inkwell
$40-60
17
A Wade Dewars flask,
with other releated bar items and
glasses, serving dishes and vegetable
dishes
$40-60
18
A contemporary Chinese pottery tea
set,
with bamboo pattern
$100-200
19
A Chinese teapot,
in the shape of a delivery handcart,
with moveable wheel
(A/F) 7 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. (19 x 11.5 cm)
$100-150
20
An 18th Century Dutch tole-peinte
coffee pot upon a brass stand
15 1/2 in. (39.37 cm)
$300-400
21
A contemporary Chinese pottery tea
set,
of bamboo form
$100-200

22
A cased silver plated fruit set,
with mother-of-pearl handles; together
with a set of six forks, in case
$60-90
23
An early 1900s cast metal mantel
clock,
with steel face, Arabic dial
$100-150
24
A leather mounted ostrich egg
$20-30
25
A three piece Lambert pottery tea
set,
with black glaze
$90-120
26
A collection of six pewter vessels
$150-250
27
A Chinese dark green jade table
screen inscribed with poem of Du Fu
Jade height: 9 1/2 in. (24.3cm), width:
5 1/8 in. (13 cm), depth: 3/8 in. (1 cm)
$800-1,200
28
A green glazed Jue cup,
with yellow glazed chi dragon handle
$60-80
29
A late 19th century Japanese imari
ghourd shaped vase,
together with a later imari plate
$200-300
30
A Chinese three footed Yi Xing
censer with lid
$100-200
31
A Chinese bronze hand warmer by
Zhang Ming Qi,
of lobed oval form with pierced cover;
signed to base
$200-250

32
A Cantonese butterfly bowl with
bok choy
$80-120
33
A Yixing teapot,
with artist seal on bottom, 20th
century height: 3 1/4 in. (8.5 cm)
$40-70
34
A Chinese green and brown glazed
porcelain vase,
applied with a pair of handles
$10-20
35
A light buff pottery grain of oil
spherical vase with waisted mouth,
together with a lid from a funerary jar.
Both Susa Iran
$100-150
36
A set of six Canton famille rose
bowls,
together with a red glazed bottle vase
$50-60
37
A Chinese brown glaze winepot,
late Ming/early Qing Dynasty
$200-300
38
Ten Chinese bronze locks of
different sizes,
early 20th century
$100-150
39
A copper horn,
two spoons and a set of keys
$20-30

42
A Meissen plate,
having a cobalt ground with white
foliate border and gilt trim
$40-60
43
A collection of four Meissen blanc
de chine figurines
$160-200
44
A 19th century Paris porcelain
patch box in the form of a lion and
pheasants
$100-200
45
A Nymphenburg porcelain plate,
having a white ground decorated with
purple flowers; together with a
Nymphenburg porcelain plate having a
white ground decorated with florals,
together with a Meissen cup and
Sitzendorf dish (4)
$75-125
46
A collection of five blanc de chine
figurines
$100-200
50
Various silver and plated items,
including sterling fish servers
$100-150
52
A collection of six assorted sterling
items,
including a Maurice Mayer cup, silver
mustard pot, sugar bowl, gilt washed
footed dish, pepper grinder, chamber
stick
$200-300

40
A collection of seven Meissen demi
tasse cups and saucers,
having a white ground with green leaf
border
$80-100

53
Four silver onlay glass pieces,
including: decanter, ice bucket,
creamer and footed dish
$40-60

41
Two pairs of Meissen cups and
saucers,
both with white grounds with gold
trim; together with three side plates
$60-90

54
A collection of swarovski crystal
figures (6)
of fox, lion cub, rooster, jaguar, rabbit,
and poodle
$300-400

55
Silver mounts for a claret jug
$20-30
56
Three Hummel figures,
Chimney Sweep, Soloist Heldentenor,
Little Fiddler; together with five
miniature hummel plates
$50-70
57
Three Royal Doulton figurines,
"Autumn Breezes", "Top of the Hill",
and "Southern Bell", together with a
green Bohemian gilded glass vase
$150-250
58
A large collection of plated wares,
including: hot water pot, covered
serving dishes, tobacco tin, three toast
racks, flask, casserole ring and more
$150-250
59
A sterling hot water pot,
William Hutton & Sons, London, 1891
$150-250
59A
A sterling silver tankard of plain
form,
Birmingham, 1938 289 grams
$80-120
60
A pair of sterling pierced bon bon
dishes,
footed, Synyer & Beddoes,
Birmingham, 1909
$70-90
61
A pair of silver plated wine coasters
$60-90
63
A small sterling hammered cigarette
box,
the lid engraved with monogram,
London 1905
$80-120

64
A sterling teapot with ribbed bodice,
London, 1902; married with a sterling
twin handled sugar bowl and creamer
$300-500
65
A collection of sterling items,
including rectangular tray, bowl, two
small dishes, and a plate with pierced
border
$300-500
66
A collection of Continental .800 and
.835 silver,
comprising of two creamers, a
rectangular tray, and an unmarked
creamer, with etched bodice, and a
silver plated serving tray
$300-500
70
A collection of seven late 19th
century engravings,
depicting Canadian landscapes
(unframed)
$100-150
71
Two unframed prints,
one depicting a coast scene with ships,
the other a still life
$40-60
72
A Seligmann ten place setting of fish
knives and forks
$90-120
72A†
John James Audubon, The Birds of
America,
MacMillian, NY, 1944; together with
a modern version and Idylls Of The
King, by Tennyson
$50-80
72B
A Chinese hardstone flower vase,
contained in a glazed shadow box
$20-30
73
Three Chinese silk paintings,
depicting ladies in a garden, colour on
silk, Republic period
$150-250

73A
Shao Qin
Chinese (20th century)
LOTUS
26 3/8 x 20 3/4 in. (67 x 53 cm)
$200-300
74†
Two 18th century bibles
$100-150
75†
Mrs. Beaton's Book of Household
Management,
Published by Ward Lock and Co., Ltd,
London 1901; rebound in red Morocco
leather and titled in gilt to the spine
$50-70
76
Mappin & Webb silverplated
flatware,
with beaded edge, comprising of: 6
dinner forks, 6 serving spoons, 3 table
spoons, 5 luncheon forks, 2 ladels,
butter knife, 5 assorted spoons, small
fork
$100-150
77
Seven Jersey silver spoons, 18th to
19th century
includes: George Mauger (2),
Chevalier, George Hamon (2), Jacques
Quernel, Thomas de Gruchy 351
grams
$200-300
78
A collection of twelve pieces of
Elkington, Mason & Co. silver
plated flatware,
Fiddle pattern, and decorated with
armorial; together with two silver
plated sauce spoons
$70-90
79
A silver plated fish set,
for eleven, with mother of pearl
handles
$40-60
80
A collection of twenty two French
ivory handled knives
$40-60

81
LessLie,
Wolves. #40/100
$100-200

90
A Chinese cloisonne footed bowl,
late 19th to early 20th century
$200-300

100
A collection of assorted lead
figurines
$40-60

82
A collection of assorted flatware,
including a large quantity of French
ivory handled forks and knives, fish
set, egg cutter, etc.
$90-120

91
An early 1900s Chinese silver nail
extension,
decorated with flowering vines
$60-90

101
A pair of leaf shaped jadeite
earrings,
together with an ivory carved bangle,
and a necklace with ivory flower
shaped beads
$200-300

83
A collection of assorted silver
flatware,
including knives, teaspoons, sugar
tongs and tea strainer
$100-150
84
Five Fiddle & Thread pattern
teaspoons,
with monogram, London, 1810 (2),
London, 1813 (3)
$80-100
85
A set of seven Fiddle & Thread
pattern teaspoons,
with armorial; London, 1814 (5),
London, 1814 (1), London, 1820 (1)
$100-200
86
A pair of Chinese silver chopsticks,
together with a small petal form silver
dish
$100-200
87
A collection of Finnish silver tea
spoons,
with grapes and roses on handle;
comes with original box
$100-150
88
A collection of assorted sterling
flatware,
together with a pair of sugar nips (8)
$150-250
89
A collection of assorted silver plated
flatware,
including apostle spoons, knives and
tea strainers
$100-150

92
A sterling silver lidded mustard pot,
the lid decorated with armorial,
London, 1817; together with a
pepperette and oil bottle with sterling
lid
$100-150
93
A Buddha necklace formed by a
hundred and eight rock crystal
beads
$60-80
94
A Chinese wood Ruyi
$30-40
94A
A Chinese metal belt
$40-60
95
A box of spoons,
forks and knives
$40-60
96
A satsuma dish painted with a
procession,
within a red and gilt border
$80-100
97
A Chinese bronze knife money,
waring states period
$75-100
98
Parker gold plated fountain pen
$20-30
99
An E. Leitz Wetzlar brass
microscope,
with case
$75-100

102
A jadeite bi disc,
with archaic script; together with a
necklace of hardstone beads
$150-200
103
A carved hardstone figure of a
curled up tiger
$300-400
104
A necklace with five large bone
beads
$40-60
105
A pair of Chinese carved and
polychrome decorated figures of
horses,
with hardwood stands height: 3 in.
(7.6 cm)
$250-350
106
A Chinese square green jade seal,
carved with a dragon chasing a
flaming pearl
$100-200
107
A carved malachite vase,
depicting birds on a fruit plant 5 3/4
in. h. x 4 1/2 in. w.
$200-300
108
Two white jade pendants,
one a flower, another one a dragon
length: 3 in. (7.5 cm) and 10 1/8 in.
(10.3 cm)
$200-300

109
A round Chinese hardstone disc
decorated with a bird
$100-200

118
Three Chinese carved jade pendants
of monkey, rabbit, and mouse
$40-60

110
Two celadon jade pendants,
one in the shape of a dog, the other in
the shape of a chayote (Fou Shou
melon) dog pendant: 2 1/4 in. (5.7
cm); melon pendant: 2 1/2 in. (6.2 cm)
$200-300

119
A Chinese green and white icy
jadeite pendant,
decorated with a plum and bat
$200-300

110A
Two square Chinese light celadon
jade pendants
2 x 1 1/4 in (5.2 x 3.2 cm) and 2 5/8 x
1 1/2 in. (6.7 x 4 cm)
$150-250
111
A Chinese carved black stone
pendant of double phoenix
$80-100
112
A Chinese white jade bangle
$60-80

120
A light celadon circular hardstone
pendant,
with inset silver ding
$40-60
122
A Chinese white jade pendant,
carved with double lions on a ball
$60-100
123
A Chinese white jade lock with
pierced carving,
decorated with a boy
$150-250

113
A Chinese green jadiete bangle
$100-150

124
A Chinese white jade pendant,
carving of Pi Xiu
$100-200

113A
A Chinese white jade bangle
$300-400

125
Chicken blood stone seals
$150-250

114
A Chinese jadeite pendant,
of flat pierced form, with a bird
amongst flowers
$100-150

126
A Chinese jade inkstone carved with
bats
$50-60

115
A spinach green hardstone good
luck pendant
$40-60
116
A round black jade pendant
$200-300
117
A dark jadeite bi disc in the form of
a dragon,
and six small pendants (7)
$100-150

127
A Chinese carved jade belt buckle
$50-60
128
A Japanese watercolour of a man
and a woman in gilt frame
$100-150
129
Wolf
SNOW COVE
acrylic on board
13 1/2 x 10 1/2 in.
$20-30

130
Sessions
UNTITLED - BOATS
print
17 1/4 x 23 1/4 in. (43.815 x 59.1 cm)
$30-50
131
Stanley Cosgrove
Canadian (1911 - 2002)
MOTHER AND CHILD
reproduction print, 1960
29 x 20 1/2 in.
$40-60
133
Deryk Houston
Canadian (1954 - )
FRASER CANYON
silkscreen on paper #21/50
signed
13 x 12 in. (33.02 x 30.48 cm)
$75-100
134
Artist Unknown
UNTITLED - WOMAN WEEPING
oil on board
signed illegibly lower left
14 1/2 x 10 1/2 in.
$100-200
135
A David Are Drummer, acrylic on
canvas,
25 x 19 1/2 in., together with Untitled,
watercolour and graphite on paper, 9 x
7 in.
$10-15
136
A set of three hand painted
porcelain panels,
depicting figures in landscapes
$100-200
137
A Napoleonic cartoon
$80-120
138
After Jan (Jean) Josepsz van Guyen
Dutch (1596 - 1656)
FIGURES ALONGSIDE A FROZEN
RIVER

Oil on panel
8 x 11 in.
$300-400

139
After Jan (Jean) Josepsz van Guyen
Dutch (1596 - 1656)
VILLAGE IN A WINTER SCENE
Oil on panel
8 x 11 in.
$300-400
140
A map by Pierre Mortier after
Johannes Blaeu,
Panormvs Vernacule Palermo
$100-150
141
Rachel Gourley
Canadian (20th century)
FRASER RIVER
silkscreen #33/40
signed
11 x 16 in. (27.9 x 40.6 cm)
$50-75
142
Hilda Chancellor Pope
British (1913-1976)
LOBSTER POTS WORTHING
signed
22 x 17 in. (56 x 43 cm)
$50-80
143
A Chinese watercolour depicting an
exotic bird,
Framed, and having artist's seals;
together with two Asian framed handpainted fabric panels depicting birds
on branches
$250-350
144
A Japanese watercolour on silk
depicting a sparrow on a flowering
branch
$80-120
145
Louis Valder
A LAKESIDE ROAD
oil on artist board
12 x 18 in. (30.5 x 45.7 cm)
$40-60

146
Edwin C. Lockey
Canadian
CHIEF MOUNTAIN, MONTANA
oil on board
signed and dated 1945
14 x 18 1/4 in. (35.6 x 46.4 cm)
$250-350
147
A Georgian oak wall hung corner
cupboard
$350-450
148
A rosewood open book shelf,
with later tiled backboard
$40-60
149
A George III mahogany fold over
table,
fitted with a single drawer on square
tapering legs 29 x 36 x 16 in. (73.66 x
91.44 x 40.64 cm)
$200-300
150
A Victorian mahogany fold over
card table,
raised upon four turned columns and
four splayed legs
$500-600
151
Ladislas Kardos
RED MOUNTAIN
oil on canvas
26 x 33 1/2 in.
$60-80
152
Martinet
HOMERE DEIFIE
print
1877
18 1/2 x 21 1/2 in.
$80-120
153
Continental School
UN DESBIN GRIS
oil on canvas
30 x 57 1/2 in. (76 x 95.5 cm)
$300-400

154
An engraving titled English Merry
Making in the Olden Time after W.P.
Frith
$200-300
155
A large antique framed engraving,
Coming of Age in the Olden Times,
after William Powell Frith
$300-500
156
A Chinese famille rose egg shell
porcelain vase,
decorated with ladies in garden, 20th
century height: 16 1/2 in. (42 cm)
$400-600
157
A 19th century mahogany D-end
console table with glass top
$150-250
158
A Tang Dynasty ceramic warrior
29 1/2 x 13 in. (74.93 x 33.02 cm)
$300-400
159
A Georgian mahogany bow front
chest of three drawers
$350-450
160
Carl Brenders, Mountain Lion,
limited edition print, #151/950
$80-120
161
A pair of hunting prints,
one titled Break Cover, the other Full
Cry
$80-120
162
Engraving - C. Hunt after Lieut Col
Cockburn,
The Falls of Montmorency
$400-600
163
Ron Parker
THROUGH THE FIRS
lithograph, #278/850
signed
16 1/2 x 33 in.
$100-200

164
Edna Hibel
American (b. 1917)
WOMEN IN KIMONO
lithograph
17 1/2 x 47 1/2 in. (44.5 x 121 cm)
$100-200

174
A 19th century Chinese scroll
painting depicting a rocky
mountainous landscape
$60-80

165
Three G. Yastier framed black and
white prints,
Laughing Boy, Priest, and Princess
Deo Izan
$70-90

175
Artist Unknown
Chinese
LANDSCAPE (LING TAI YAN YUN)
ink and colour on paper (2)
hanging scroll
26 1/2 x 13 in.
$150-200

166
A pair of cast iron andirons
$100-200
167
Ebel Pol
Canadian
UNTITLED - SEASCAPE WITH
MOUNTAINS
oil on board
signed
18 x 48 in. (45.7 x 122 cm)
$200-300
168
A Georgian oak glazed bookcase,
fitted with a pair of glazed doors over
six long drawes, with brass pulls
$500-700
169
A Chinese watercolour depicting a
flowering branch
$100-150
170
A George III mahogany commode,
bow front with hinged lid on turned
legs 30 x 23 x 21 in. (76.2 x 58.42 x
53.34 cm)
$150-250
171
A large Chinese black lacqured
screen decorated with cranes
$300-500
172
A Chinese red lacqured low cabinet
$150-250
173
A Mexican wood carousel horse
$300-500

176
Chen Shi
Chinese (20th Century)
LANDSCAPE (SHAN CUN YOU JING)
ink and colour on silk
hanging scroll (2)
34 x 15 in.
$300-500
177
Zhou Chong Fang
Chinese (20th Century)
BAMBOO
ink and colour on paper
hanging scroll
37 x 13 in.
$100-200
178
A Chinese scroll painting of a rocky
landscape
$100-150
180
A painting of crane,
in the style of Li Kuchan
$80-100

183
A framed Korean calligraphy
34 x 12 1/2 in. (187 x 32 cm)
$200-300
184
A painting depicting figures and
hieroglyphics,
on papyrus
$40-60
185
Two Chinese advertisment posters
$60-100
186
In the style of Zhang Da Qian
Chinese
LANDSCAPE
Ink and colour on paper
48 x 28 in.
$400-600
186A
Sun Yong Yin
Chinese
BUDDHA
ink and colour on paper
$200-300
186B
Peng Song
Chinese
CALLIGRAPHY
$100-200
186C
Guan Ting Da
Chinese
CALLIGRAPHY
ink on paper
$200-300

181
A painting of shrimps in the style of
Qi Bai Shi
$60-80

186D
Li De Fu
Chinese
CHICKEN AND FLOWER
ink and colour on paper
$100-200

182
A 19th century style ebonized
sideboard,
fitted with four drawers flanked by a
pair of doors below a carved back
splash
$700-900

186E
Zhao Chun
Chinese
ink and colour on paper
$100-200

187
Wayne Monolok
AUTUMN BLUEJAY
lithograph, #15/295
signed
8 3/4 x 24 in.
$30-50
188
Harry Heine
QUEEN OF THE NORTH
lithograph, # 159/495
signed
$70-90
189
Brent Heighton
SEPTEMBER MORNING
lithograph, #426/500
signed
22 x 30 1/2 in.
$60-90
190
Ron Parker
TEA FOR TWO
lithograph, #197/850
signed
16 1/2 x 11 1/2 in.
$30-50
191
Don Li-Leger
CHICKADEE AND TOTEMS
lithograph, #56/500
signed
21 x 14 in.
$30-50
192
Kent Crawford
ALDERS
silkscreen, # 32/100
signed
22 3/4 x 15 1/2 in.
$75-100
193
Daniel Izzard
Canadian
THROUGH LIONS GATE
lithograph #245/100
signed
19 x 24
$60-90

194
H. Green
Canadian (20th century)
MOTHER AND CHILDREN
oil on canvas
signed
12 x 10 in. (30.5 x 25.4 cm)
$100-150
195
Nicholas Hornyansky
Canadian
VICTORIA COLLEGE IN SPRING,
TORONTO
coloured etching
signed
7 1/2 x 6 1/2 in. (19 x 16.5 cm)
$100-150
196
Paul Ygartua
A WORLD UNITED
lithogrpah, #76/850
signed
15 x 38 1/2 in.
$70-90
197
A Royal Albert Val D'or pattern
dinner service,
including 8 dinner plates, 8 salad
plates, 8 dessert plates, 8 soup bowls,
8 fruit nappies, 8 cups and saucers,
one round serving bowl, 2 oval serving
bowls, gravy boat, cake plate, turkey
platter, tea pot, coffee pot, cream and
sugar, butter dish, small platter, salt
and pepper
$300-400
198
Eighteen Lionel Thomas limited
edition etchings,
including: The Furnace, The Fox, The
Arrow etc. (unframed)
$250-350
199
Lionel Thomas, RCA
Canadian (1915 - )
PRECESSIONAL GEMINI AND
PRECESSIONAL AQUARIUS
etchings
signed
diameter: 9 3/4 in. (25 cm)
$60-80

200
Various silver plated serving dishes
$60-90
202
A traditional six light chandelier
$500-700
203
Various silver plated wares
$50-75
205
J. Carson
UNTITLED - SPARROW
lithograph, # 183/250
signed
24 x 18 in. (unframed)
$30-50
206
An Italian porcelain lamp,
along with an oil lamp
$200-300
207
A Duncan Phyfe style drop leaf
dining table,
raised upon sabre legs
$100-150
208
A Victorian mahogany framed
chair,
gold stripped seat
$60-90
209
A Regency mahogany occasional
chair,
with red and gold stripped upholstered
seat
$40-60
210
A pair of mahogany framed dining
chairs,
with stuff over upholstered seats
$80-100
211
Henry Hunt,
Cannibal Woman, silkscreen
#451/600, signed 26 x 21 in. (66 x 53.4
cm) (unframed)
$100-150

212
Henry Hunt,
Cannibal Woman, silkscreen
#454/600, signed 26 x 21 in. (66 x 53.4
cm) (unframed)
$100-150

219C
A Baluch hand knotted carpet,
the cream field within a cream border
40 x 50 in. (127 x 101.6 cm)
$100-150

213
A George III mahogany drop leaf
dining table,
raised upon rectangular legs with
castors 74 1/2 x 59 1/2 in. (190 x 151
cm)
$200-300

220
Ron Parker
ABOVE THE WAVES - COMMON
TERNS
lithograph
signed
$30-50

214
A set of eight 19th century
mahogany dining chairs,
with stuffover seats
$200-300

221
Ron Parker
UNTITLED - PICNIC
lithograph, #18/850
signed
9 3/4 x 14 in.
$30-50

215
A mahogany pedestal table with
circular top,
ringed column, and supported on three
reeded splayed feet
$200-300
216
A 19th century wood spinning wheel
$200-300
217
A pottery bath tub,
with panels of birds and foliage 45 in.
(114 cm)
$200-250
218
A copper bed warmer
$20-30
219
An oak smokers cabinet,
fitted with panel door and lower shelf
$150-250
219A
A pair of Continental portraits,
of a husband and wife each
approximately 9 x 6 in.
$200-300
219B
A pair of small Continental
portraits,
of a husband and wife each
approximately 5 1/2 x 4 1/2 in.
$200-300

222
Rhonda Franks, Butterflies,
silkscreen #212/335, signed 19 1/4 x
17 in. (50.2 x 43 cm)
$30-50
223
Rhonda Franks, Baby Herons,
silkscreen #212/335, signed 19 x 16
1/2 in. (48 x 41.9 cm)
$30-50
224
Ron Parker
THE BREAKFAST CLUB
lithograph, #404/850
signed
14 x 9 3/4 in.
$30-50
225
Gayle Saunders
BOATS AT REST
watercolour
signed
10 1/2 x 12 in.
$30-50
226
Ron Parker
SUMMER READING
lithograph, # 32/850
signed
14 x 10 1/2 in.
$30-50

227
Michael H. Guzman
COAL HARBOUR
photograph
19 1/2 x 12 3/4 in.
$30-50
228
Two Margraf
UNTITLED - COASTLINE
lithographic prints and a Michael
Dunias print of loons (3)
$5-10
229
A French walnut vitrine,
fitted with a pair of glazed panel doors
and returns surmounted with a marble
top
$250-350
230
A Chinese bronze lamp stand
$400-600
231
A Chinese hardwood armchair with
carved back and frieze
$400-600
232
An Art Deco smoking stand,
with chrome plated replica of a twin
engine aircraft wired as a lamp,
early/mid 20th century
$250-350
233
An Indian occassional table
$40-60
235
A Georgian mahogany chest of
drawers,
fitted with two short drawers over
three long drawers on ogee bracket
feet
$350-450
236
Gilded table frame,
together with a pair of chairs
$250-300
237
A French gilded end table,
fitted with a single drawer
$30-50

238
A Georgian mahogany washstand
with hinged top,
concealing original bowl, the front
fitted with a single door over lower
drawer, swing handles to each side
$400-600
239
A near pair of square mahogany
night stands,
each with platform shelf with drawer,
and the legs joined by stretchers at the
bass
$350-450
240
A dressing stool,
having striped upholstery and lift seat
$50-80
241
A mahogany Sutherland table
$100-150
242
A mahogany commode,
with tambour door and raised on
turned legs 31 x 18 x 16 in. (78.74 x
45.72 x 40.64 cm)
$75-100
243
A round mahogany piecrust table on
a tripod base
$80-120
244
Victorian mahogany framed balloon
back occasional chair
$40-60
245
A wooden bench with tapestry seats
$70-90
246
A mahogany rectangular coffee
table
$20-30
247
A cast iron circular table,
with a pair of matching chairs
$200-300
248
Two Chinese advertisement posters
$60-100

249
A Chinese porcelain figure of Guan
Yu
$40-60
250
A Dutch walnut corner cabinet,
fitted with a pair of doors
$50-80
251
An oak five branch chandelier
$40-60
252
A Victorian what-not shelf
$100-200
253
A Chinese carved hardwood Kang
table
height: 13 in (33cm), length: 32 in
(81.3cm), width: 18 in (45.7cm)
$200-300
254
A pair of Chinese mother of pearl
inlaid hardwood chairs,
having marble inset back splats
$300-400
255
A pair of green velvet banners,
each inset with three Chinese
watercolours depicting figures each
panel: 6 3/4 x 4 1/4 in.
$300-500
256
A George II red walnut rectangular
topped drop leaf table,
fitted with an end drawer and raised
upon cabriole legs with pad feet
$400-600
257
A pair of Victorian walnut dining
chairs,
with white upholstery
$60-90
258
A Chinese porcelain figure of Guan
Gong
$150-300

259
An oak corner cupboard
$20-30
260
A pair of Chinese hardwood and
mother of pearl inlaid rocking
chairs
38 1/2 in. (98 cm)
$400-600
261
A Chinese wood vase stand
height: 12 in. (30.5 cm)
$30-50
262
A Chinese elm wood tea table,
with pierced decoration on plate
$100-150
263
Various silver plated trays
$60-80
264
An oak drop leaf table
$40-60
265
A set of six Windsor wheel back
chairs
$80-120
266
A round Chinese wooden grain bin,
having a red finish
$80-120
267
An Indian wooden pack saddle,
with metal mounts
$100-150
268
A Chinese-style nine piece dining
set,
including a table, six chairs, sideboard
and hutch (9)
$400-600
269
A Chinese rosewood two door
cabinet
$500-700
270
A Chinese elm money chest
$50-100

271
A Chinese carved camphor wood
chest
$100-200
272
A married oak glazed corner
cupboard and bases,
some inlaid detailing to upper cabinet
$350-450
273
A late 18th century continental pine
armoire
$150-250
274
A Maise Atlantic locomotive 3 1/2
in. gauge live steam, painted in
green and black
$600-800
275
A scale model of a steam engine with
horizontal piston
$100-150
276
A box of miscellaneous model train
parts,
together with a box of precision tools
$80-120
277
Two boxes of books relating to
trains,
together with a clock
$80-120

278
A large collection of trains and
tracks, and miscellaneous parts
$300-500

286
A wrought iron small chandelier,
with crystal droplets
$300-400

279
A contemporary coffee table
$200-300

287
A five branch small chandelier,
with amber coloured droplets
$200-300

280
A contemporary carved and painted
console table,
with hoof feet
$300-400
281
After Moreau, a cast bronze
scultpure,
of a young girl and boy, signed
$600-800
282
A set of six contemporary dining
chairs with brocade upholstery
$300-500
283
A contemporary bar stool
$100-150
284
A six branch chandelier,
with smoked crystal droplets
$400-600
285
A contemporary chrome and crystal
chandelier
$400-600

288
A three branch white painted metal
candelabra lamp,
having crystal droplets
$100-150

PURCHASER TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following as amended by any posted notices and/or oral announcements during the auction sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions on which property listed in the auction sale catalogue shall
be offered for sale or sold by Maynards, and any consignor of such property for whom Maynards acts as agent. Maynards strongly recommends to all Bidders to thoroughly inspect all items before the
auction on which the Bidder intends to bid. Note that Maynards reserves the right to a) refuse to grant or to revoke the privilege of attending an auction sale to any person or their agent, at any time, who
may have been granted such privilege at previous sales; and b) to refuse to grant or to revoke the privilege of bidding granted by Maynards to any person or their agent at any previous auction.
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined are found in article 13.
1
All property is sold “AS IS, WHERE IS”. Absolutely no warranty or representation, written or oral, expressed or implied, is given with any lot. All statements contained in Maynards’ catalogue,
website, marketing material or by the auctioneers, or in any bill of sale, invoice or elsewhere as to authorship, age, date, origin, prior history or use, reason for sale, fitness for any purposes, etc.,
are approximated statements and shall not be deemed to be representations or warranties with respect to any lot. All photographic representations are provided solely for guidance and not to be
relied upon for accuracy as to colour, tone or condition. No sale is invalid or made void by reason of any flaw in a lot or by reason of a lot being incorrectly described, and Maynards will not be
liable and no compensation will be paid for any such fault or error of description. Absolutely NO RETURN of sold goods, NO REFUNDS, and NO EXCHANGES will be permitted.
2
Should any dispute arise over the authorship of any artwork offered in the auction or the description of any watch, plate or jewelry, the Purchaser must notify Maynards in writing at a date not
later than fourteen (14) days after the date of sale providing sufficient reason for the Purchaser’s dispute of Maynards’ attribution or description. Beyond this period and within six months of the
sale date, Maynards’ liability is limited to a) the amount of Maynards’ commissions; b) any other sale proceeds to which Maynards is entitled; c) any applicable taxes received from the Purchaser
on the sale; and d) making demand on the consignor to pay the balance of the Purchase Price to the Purchaser. Should the consignor fail to pay the balance promptly after demand, Maynards may
disclose the identity of the consignor and assign to the Purchaser Maynards’ rights against the consignor with respect to the lot, the sale of which is sought to be rescinded. Upon such disclosure
and assignment, any liability of Maynards as the consignor’s agent with respect to the said lot shall automatically terminate.
3
Maynards reserves the right to a) withdraw any property at any time before actual sale; or b) reject a bid from any Bidder. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer at the time of sale, all
bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. Lots may be combined or divided at the auctioneer’s choice. Certain lots may be offered subject to a confidential reserve placed by the consignor.
In such cases, the auctioneer may bid on the consignor’s behalf, only to the amount of the reserve. However, the consignor is not permitted to bid on their consignment property.
4
Every person at the auction site before, during and after the auction sale, shall be deemed to be there at his/her own risk with notice of the condition of the premises, the activities on the premises,
and conduct of third parties; and the Bidder shall so advise his/her agents and employees. No person shall have any claim against Maynards, its consignors, agents, employees, directors or
principals for any injuries sustained or for damages to or loss of personal property, which may occur from any cause whatsoever.
5
A sale to the highest Bidder shall be complete upon the auctioneer’s call with the highest Bidder purchasing the offered lot as the Purchaser, in accordance with all the conditions set forth herein,
including assuming full risk of loss and responsibility, thereof, in accordance with article 8. In the event of any dispute between Bidders, or in the event of doubt on the part of Maynards as to the
validity of any bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole discretion either to determine the successful Bidder or to reoffer and resell the lot in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, Maynards’
sales record shall be conclusive.
6
All or part of the Sales Tax may be exempt if the lot is delivered or otherwise removed from British Columbia (BC). It is the Purchaser’s obligation to prove to the satisfaction of Maynards, prior
to the payment of the Purchase Price, that such removal results in an exemption from the Sales Tax. Exemptions will only be permitted if a commercial third party carrier delivers the lot directly
from Maynards’ premises to a destination outside of BC and supplies Maynards with the appropriate delivery documentation. The Sales Tax of the destination province will be charged if the lot
is shipped to a province outside of BC.
7
Bidding is in Canadian dollars and payment is to be made in Canadian funds whether by cashier’s cheque, Visa, MasterCard, traveler’s cheques or money order, etc. Total purchases of less than
$1,000.00 may be paid by cash or uncertified personal cheque only if sufficient identification is provided to the cashier when paying. Total purchases over $1,000.00 may be paid by certified
cheque, Visa, MasterCard, traveler’s cheques, or bank draft drawn in Canadian dollars. A financing handling fee will be charged on any non-cash transaction. A deposit of 25% may be required
as a down payment with the balance to be paid within three (3) days of the termination of the auction.
8
Purchase of any lot is at the Purchaser’s risk with risk of loss immediately passing to the Purchaser upon the auctioneer’s call. Neither Maynards, nor its consignors, nor its employees, nor its
agents, nor its directors, nor its principals have any liability of any nature whatsoever to the Purchaser, other than the sole and exclusive liability of refunding the Purchase Price, in the event the
lot is not delivered to the Purchaser due to fire, theft, damage, or any other cause or, if there is any loss or damage of any kind to the lot, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, while any lot
is in or under the custody of Maynards.
9
No lot may be removed until the Purchase Price is paid in full for all lots purchased. All lots purchased shall be removed in their entirety from the site at the Purchaser’s sole cost and
responsibility and by the date as specified in the auction catalogue or as posted or announced at the sale. Maynards may provide assistance to the Purchaser with packing or removing goods from
the auction floor once sold, solely as a courtesy. However, Maynards is not responsible for any damage which may occur during that time. Check-out of small items may be permitted after 9:00
p.m. on the night of the sale. Large pieces of furniture, rugs, sets of china and crystal, large paintings, etc. may only be removed at the termination of the auction. It is the responsibility of the
Purchaser to bring sufficient wrapping material and boxes, etc. The Purchaser shall full indemnify Maynards and its consignors for any loss arising from damage to any person or property caused
to any extent by the Purchaser’s removal of the lot(s) purchased.
10
Certain property sold at the auction may be subject to laws governing exports from Canada and import restrictions of foreign countries. The export of any lot from Canada, or import into any
other country, may be subject to granting by local authorities of one or more export or import licenses, as the case may be. It is the Purchaser’s responsibility to obtain any relevant export or
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import licenses. All lots purchased from Maynards shall be paid for in accordance with article and the denial of any export or import license or any delay in the obtaining of such license shall
not justify the rescission or cancellation of any sale or any delay in making payment of the Purchase Price for the lot. Maynards is unable to assist in obtaining any of the above-mentioned export
or import license documents.
If prospective Purchasers are unable to attend the auction on-site, Maynards will arrange for absentee bidding as a courtesy. An absentee bid enables a staff member to bid on the prospective
Purchaser’s behalf according to the standard bidding process. Maynards’ auction representatives will not bid above the maximum amount indicated by the prospective Purchaser. In the event that
Maynards receives more than one absentee bid for the same maximum amount and at the auction, those absentee bids are the highest bids for that lot; the lot shall be Knocked Down to the person
whose absentee bid request was received first. Maynards will have no liability whatsoever for any errors or failures. All outstanding accounts for absentee bidders must be settled in full within
three (3) days of the termination of the auction.
If the conditions herein or any other applicable condition(s) are not complied with, in addition to other remedies available by law to Maynards and/or its consignors, including but without
limitation, the right to hold the Purchaser liable for the Purchase Price, Maynards may, at its option, choose to do any of the following:
(a)
cancel the sale in part or in full, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made by the Purchaser;
(b)
resell the property, either publicly or privately, after three (3) days notice to the Purchaser and for the account and risk of the Purchaser, and in such event the Purchaser shall be liable to
Maynards for any deficiency if the resale is less than the Purchase Price, plus all costs, including warehousing, the pro-rata share of expenses of both sales including reasonable attorneys
fees, Maynards’ commission, plus all other charges due hereunder and incidental damages suffered by Maynards or its consignor;
(c)
charge interest on the Purchase Price at the rate of 5% above the prime rate of the Royal Bank of Canada; and
(d)
store the lot on the premises of Maynards or elsewhere, and to release the lot to the Purchaser only after payment of the Purchase Price and any additional expenses incurred by Maynards.
Definitions:
(a)
“Bidder(s)” means a person or a person’s agent who has completed proper registration with Maynards and has obtained a numbered bidding card (note that bidding cards cannot be shared
between two or more bidders), who may place bids on property auctioned by Maynards;
(b)
“Buyer’s Premium” means a fee of not less than 15% of the Hammer Price, which will be added to the Hammer Price in respect of each lot purchased;
(c)
“Hammer Price” means the price at which a lot is Knocked Down to the Purchaser;
(d)
“Knock(ed) Down” means to conclude the sale of a lot by the auctioneer’s call, inclusive of the blow or knock of the auctioneer’s hammer;
(e)
“Purchase Price” means the aggregate of a) the Hammer Price; b) the Buyer’s Premium and other surcharges, if any; and c) unless the Purchaser is exempt by law from the payment thereof,
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(f)

in accordance with article , the Sales Tax and any other applicable taxes or fees;
“Purchaser” means the highest Bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer as the Bidder who wins the lot; and
(g) “Sales Tax” means the Federal and Provincial sales and excise taxes applicable in BC or in the destination jurisdiction to which a lot will be delivered.

